Fish tanked Christians – July 26, 2015
In our 29 gallon fish tank we have 3 Cori Catfish, 4 Spotted Catfish, 4 Black Skirt Tetra, 6 X-ray Tetras
and 2 Zebra Snails.
The Tetras just swim around and do nothing to clean up the tank.
The catfish clean up the bottom of the fish tank however they don’t clean everywhere and algae were
taking over the tank. Zebra snails were introduced to the tank as temporary guest
workers to help do the job that the other fish were not doing. Snails do a phenomenal
job in removing algae off rocks and glass. The literature for the snails indicated that
reproduction within a home fish tank is rare/difficult so one shouldn’t worry about an
uncontrolled population explosion of snails.
Several months later 50+ small white orbs began appearing clustered first on the faux log and
castle. In the subsequent months that follow more and more grouping of orbs were growing
throughout the tank.
An illegal snail invasion had begun and no part of the tank was immune from this attack.
Anchoring eggs were ticking time bombs and if 2 snails could produce 50+ eggs then how
many more eggs would the 50+ snails produce?
The first wave of undocumented snails began hatching. The tiny snails were soon gliding from one tank
corner to the other - over rocks, in logs and on the glass. This abundance of migrant algae harvestors
seemed unstoppable until the law enforcement arrived and immigration policies were established.
The catfish discovered the snails and found them very delicious. Each new snail that foolishly exposed
themselves away from the protective crevices of the rocks were quickly consumed by the tank
immigration officers and a balance was reestablished.
The present tank is generating a higher volume of algae than 2 snails can clean up.
The tank master has 2 options:
1) create a sanctuary zone within the tank where the immigration policies
don’t exist such as a floating fish birthing cube to allow snails to reach a size
where the catfish can’t attack or
2) Remove the catfish (law enforcers) from the tank.
What is a master to do? Depends on if you biased towards the fish or the snails. One will be the loser.
What do you see when you look at a fish tank? Are you put at ease listening to the
bubbling, gurgling and waterfall like sound of the water filter? Does the dancing
light reflecting off the swaying shimmering plant leaves memorize you. How about
the slow meandering mannerisms of the fish?
Peaceful, soothing and restful – right?
Wrong! What I see when I look at a fish tank is the final stage of total enslavement of a fish that once had
total freedom to swim where ever they wished in their native river or lake. What I see is a prison
controlled by tyrants willing to crush any rebellion by immediate execution. The fish tank is a
comfortable prison cell. These fish have never known freedom. They were born in slavery and will die
in slavery. They were raised in a plantation hatchery, delivered on a slave truck and sold at a slave pet
store to a new master for the right amount of money.
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Once they enter the new master’s prison fish tank they are prisoners forever, their existence is dependent
solely on the good graces of the master. The master could be benevolent or sadistic.
The master keeps them as pets to entertain the master’s household.
The master will control what type/kind of food to feed them.
The master will control light in their world.
The master will regulate the temperature of the tank.
The master will regulate the cleanliness of the tank (Ammonia, NO2, NO3, KH, GH, PH….)
The master will control the immigration into the tank.
The master will maintain strict population controls or turn a blind eye to an invasion.
The master will choose what objects they see and interact with.
The master will control whether to allow real or fake plants, rocks… are in the tank.
The master determines how much he will spend to keep the tank’s water pristine ie spend some extra cash
to purchase a UV light filter, change out the tanks filter weekly, have a power head to keep the water
moving..
The fish tank is the perfect example of how Christianity today is being maneuvered into a controlled area
with the final goal of total destruction of anything remotely associated with Jesus Christ.
The bible states in Prov29:18 that were there is no vision the people perish but it’s also true where the
enemy has a vision the people perish.
WEB Proverbs 29:18 Where [there is] no vision, the people perish
Where is this enemy vision engraved at? In Elberton Georgia there stands a
monument called the Georgia Guidestones where there are 10 planks engraved in 8
different languages.
The first principle is to:
“Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.”
This goal is stated in various ways in the bible
WEB Matthew 24:22 And except those days should be shortened, there would no flesh be saved:
but for the elect's sake those days shall be shortened.
Amo 8:11 Behold, the days come, saith the Lord GOD, that I will send a famine in the land, not
a famine of bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hearing the words of the LORD:
Eze 5:1 And thou, son of man, take thee a sharp knife, take thee a barber's razor, and cause it to
pass upon thy head and upon thy beard: then take to thee balances to weigh, and divide the hair.
Eze 5:2 Thou shalt burn with fire a third part in the midst of the city, when the days of the siege
are fulfilled: and thou shalt take a third part, and smite about it with a knife: and a third part thou
shalt scatter in the wind; and I will draw out a sword after them.
Eze 5:3 Thou shalt also take of them a few in number, and bind them in thy skirts.
Eze 5:4 Then take of them again, and cast them into the midst of the fire, and burn them in the
fire: from which a fire shall come forth into all the house of Israel.
Once you have a vision then you need a plan to execute the steps to achieve the vision. To achieve a ½
billion population goal across the globe then you need a world government that is willing to reduce the
population.
You have Pope Francis calling for a more expanded United Nations on steroids in order to combat Global
warming even though satellite data and UN data shows that no global warming has happened for 20 years.
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A 2 mile long glacier is forming in rim of Mount St Helens in Washington state presently and getting
taller and longer by each year. In Dec 2013 MV Akademic Shokalskiy got stuck in the Antarctic ice
trying to prove that the Antarctic was melting. Another expedition was turned back this year as well.
The CCGS Amundsen, a Medium Arctic icebreaker and Arctic research vessel operated by the
Canadian Coast Guard, was to travel throughout Hudson Bay, a body of water in northeastern
Canada, but was rerouted to help ships who were stuck in the icy water.
http://dailycaller.com/2015/07/22/expedition-to-study-global-warming-put-on-hold-because-of-too-much-ice/#ixzz3gsN7UKPu

The earth has been cut into 10 regions for control similar to the 10 kings who will reign with the beast
Rev 17:12 And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, who have received no kingdom as yet;
but receive power as kings one hour with the beast.
Rev 17:13 These have one mind, and shall give their power and strength to the beast.
Rev 17:14 These will make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb will overcome them: for he is Lord of
lords, and King of kings; and they that are with him are called, and chosen, and faithful.

The whole world is moving to control the population in many ways.
“Let food be thy medicine and thy medicine be thy food” – Hippocrates (460-370 BC)
If you control the food supply you control the population. This is happening in many ways.
1) There has been a consolidation of the grocery stores that sell food
…Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA’s). An MSA geographic area contains a population center
of 50,000 or more and typically consists of a city and its adjacent counties. These MSA’s
accounted for 166.7 million people, almost 62 percent of the U.S. population in 1998….
…Four-firm concentration in 1992 ranged from 29.8 percent in Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton,
Pennsylvania, to 92.5 percent in West Palm Beach-Boca Raton, Florida. Similarly, in 1998, least
and most concentrated MSA’s were New York City (30.6 percent) and West Palm Beach-Boca
Raton (95 percent). Overall, the 100 largest cities had an average four-firm concentration of 68.6
percent in 1992, while in 1998, the four-firm share had increased to an average 72.3 percent of
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MSA supermarket sales. In comparison, the eight largest supermarket retailers held a share of
sales averaging 80.8 percent in 1992, increasing to 85 percent in 1998….
http://www.iatp.org/files/Consolidation_in_Food_Retailing_Prospects_for_.pdf

These large supermarket retailers are purchasing their food from consolidated food manufacturers. 4
firms handle 80% of all steer and heifer slaughter and 50% of hog slaughter.
Today [June-July 2000], four firms handle nearly 80 percent of all steer and heifer slaughter; just
two decades ago, concentration was less than half as high. Concentration in hog slaughter has
also increased, although not to the same extent, and today four firms handle over half of all
slaughter.
https://www.meatinstitute.org/index.php?ht=a/GetDocumentAction/i/7072

Milk production has been shifting to larger farms with greater
than 1000 cows to 49% in 2012 from 10% in 1992.
http://www.ers.usda.gov/amber-waves/2014-december/milk-production-continues-shifting-to-largescale-farms.aspx#.VbONazdRGM8

The same consolidation is happening in the chicken & wheat production.
Ah ha! I’ll eat organic one may say but if one tries to go eat organic food then there’s consolidation in the
organic productions.
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Trying to eat healthy is getting harder as the House recently passed legislation to repeal the country of
origin labeling so you won’t know what country the meat is coming from.
The House passed legislation late Wednesday that would repeal country-of-origin labeling
requirements for beef, pork and chicken products.
Passage of the measure came easily on a vote of 300-131.
The World Trade Organization (WTO) ruled last month against the U.S. appeal to keep its
existing country-of-origin labeling regulation for imported cuts of beef and pork. The regulation,
issued in 2013, would require meat labels state where the livestock was born, raised and
slaughtered.
http://thehill.com/blogs/floor-action/house/244636-house-passes-bill-to-repeal-meat-labeling-rules
Making matters worse is the US House is passing law to prevent GMO identification on the label.
U.S. House votes to ban state GMO food labeling laws in overwhelming vote
http://www.startribune.com/u-s-house-bans-state-food-labeling-laws-in-overwhelming-vote/318321411/

What is one to do? Ditch the city and move out to the country. Raise your own food like Adam tending
the garden of Eden, Gen2:15, Gideon thrashing wheat, Jdg6:11, and Israel raising livestock. How much
space do you need for a survival garden?
The publication “Food for the Future, NOW a survival garden plan” by Ecology Action lays out for a
sustaining garden that grows mass for tilling into the soil for fertilizers, food and seed production you
need 47 100 sq ft beds (4700 sq ft) to give you 1,600 calories – if everything grows right and the soil is
set up correctly and you can handle all the pests and challenges that attack your crops. If you have a
family then you have to multiply 4700 sq ft by the number of person – which is a lot of space to grow and
a lot of space required to store the food after harvesting.
But there’s a problem. The US is following Agenda 21 whose
plan is to force people off the land and into cities which will
make it difficult to raise and store food as micro apartment’s
trend to spreading nationwide where the size of the apartment
is only 400 square feet (http://www.kvue.com/story/news/local/2015/03/10/spireeast-austin-micro-units/24728505/). This size of apartment will make it
very difficult to store enough food/water for several years.

Agenda 21 is a non-binding, voluntarily
implemented action plan of the United Nations
with regard to sustainable development. It is a
product of the Earth Summit (UN Conference on
Environment and Development) held in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, in 1992.
Red on map below shows off limits to human areas
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Once they have you in the cities inside 400sq ft apartments without storage space for food or weapons
then they will mold your mind thru TV, news, radio and movies. 6 companies own the lion share (90%)
of TV, news, radio and movies watched/heard by Americans.

“In 1983, 90% of American media was owned by 50 companies”
“In 2011, that same 90% is controlled by 6 companies”
Television: “The big six control 70% of your cable”
Movie studios: “The big Six’s box office sales hit $7 billion in 2010 that’s 2X the box office sales
of the next 140 studios”
http://www.businessinsider.com/these6corporationscontrol90ofthemediainamerica20126
The cities are a trap for Christians.
1) They hinder Christian’s prayers by the amount of unbelievers in the city
2) Greater chance of having children kidnapped by Child Protective Services
3) vaccination risks
4) culture of abortions
5) schools with common core
6) forced integration of cities
The granddaddy of them all is the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing database, which the
Department of Housing and Urban Development rolled out earlier this month to racially balance
the nation, ZIP code by ZIP code. It will map every US neighborhood by four racial groups —
white, Asian, black or African-American, and Hispanic/Latino — and publish “geospatial
data” pinpointing racial imbalances.
The agency proposes using nonwhite populations of 50% or higher as the threshold for
classifying segregated areas.
Federally funded cities deemed overly segregated will be pressured to change their zoning laws to
allow construction of more subsidized housing in affluent areas in the suburbs, and relocate innercity minorities to those predominantly white areas.
http://nypost.com/2015/07/18/obama-has-been-collecting-personal-data-for-a-secret-race-database/

What is one to do? In a total government-corporate takeover of society then one has to go to the bible to
find what to do:
1) David fled into the mountains, forest and caves to get away from King Saul’s attempts to kill him.
2) King David fled to get away from his son’s takeover of the government.
3) Gideon threshed his wheat in secret in order to keep it so he could eat.
4) Ezekiel fled to the desert to get away from Jezebel’s attempt to kill him
5) Jesus stated in Mat 10:23 to flee to another city “But when they persecute you in this city, flee ye into
another”
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6) Jesus also states in Mt24:16 “Then let them who are in Judea flee to the mountains:”
One also may be called to physically pull down strongholds like:
1) Gideon, Jdg6:25, pulling down the alter of Baal
2) Destroying all pagan alter stones & pulling down groves and pagan images – Is27:9
It’s going to be a time where we especially need guidance from the Holy Spirit and protection from all
enemies thru Jesus.
Regards,

Called/Chosen + Hear + Believe + Repent + Confess + Baptize + Abide = Salvation -> Proclaim
Mt22:14 + Lk11:28 + Jn3:16 + Mk6:12 +Rm10:9 +Acts2:38 + Heb10:26 = 1 Pt 3:21 -> Mt28:19-20

Gen 2:15 And the LORD God took the man, and put him into the garden of Eden, to dress it, and to keep it.
Jdg 6:11 … Gideon thrashed wheat by the wine-press, to hide it from the Midianites.
Jdg 6:25 And it came to pass the same night, that the LORD said to him, Take thy father's young bullock, even the second
bullock of seven years old, and throw down the altar of Baal that thy father hath, and cut down the grove that is by it:
Isa 27:9 By this therefore shall the iniquity of Jacob be purged; and this is all the fruit to take away his sin; when he maketh all
the stones of the altar as chalk-stones that are beaten asunder, the groves and images shall not stand up.
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